
V de Mas Igneus 2020

V de Mas Igneus is a wine inspired by Valentina, Ornella's daughter. It is made with 63% red varieties and 37%

white, grown in two different and opposite plots, the warmest and the coolest of the vineyard. It is a wine

that aims to convey vitality, courage and strength. Red Grenache, Merlot, Pedro Ximenez and a very small

percentage of white Gernache.

La Capelleta 2019
This white wine takes its name from the place where it is produced, La Capelleta. 100% White

Grenache comes from a 0.6 hectare hillside that receives the first rays of morning sun. "Vi de Vila":

Geographical unit within the DOQ Priorat with specific characteristics in terms of soil and climate.

WHITE

RED

BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

M de Mas Igneus 2019

M de Mas Igneus is a wine inspired by one of my sons, Matteo. A true fruit of nature that gives it its name and

meaning. A wine that represents the strength of youth, the free and balanced spirit. A unique and exceptional

gift. Made with Cabernet Franc, Red Grenache, Merlot and Carignan.

Fusió de Mas Igneus 2018- Gold Medal Frankfurt International Trophy 2021
The fusion of two bodies in a pure state. Fusió is love, it is passion, it is carmine, it is nature, it is life itself.

Red wine from the blending of wines from our 3 production areas (Coster de L'Ermita, Scala Dei, and Barranc

dels Comellars). Each with a different type of slate to emphasise the mineral sensation on the palate.

Carignan, red Grenache, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Syrah.

27,68€                   166,08€                 3,80€

BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

35,62€                   213,72€                  4,90€

BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

27.68€                  166,08€                  3.80€

BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

46,01€                 276,06€                   6,30€

All our wines are produced in-house. 100% organic and with the D.O.Q Priorat seal .

All  prices include 21% VAT

IF YOU DESIRE IT,  DONT DENY YOURSELF, TRY IT



Costers de Pobleda 2013 (Limited Edition 2020 bottles)

Costers de Pobleda is a limited edition, representing the maximum expression of the Priorat varieties. The

aim: to combine the past of Mas Igneus with the present and the future. I am happy to be able to share with

all my friends, family and wine lovers this small project that kicks off Mas Igneus Priorat. 95% Cariñena and

5% Syrah.

Coster de l' Ermita 2015
Coster de la Ermita is a wine that comes 100% from our vineyards in the Finca de Salancas estate.

Located at an altitude of 430 to 560 metres above sea level. In a terroir subjected to the wind of the

cierzo and with a slope of 30%. The soil that feeds it, formed by slate, makes it especially unique,

giving it a concentration of aromas that are a real treasure. 100% Carignan

CUVÉ D'EXCEPCION BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

50,00€                   300,00€                 7,00€

BOTTLE P.V.P       BOX 6 UNITS        1 GLASS

60,00€                   360,00€                  9,00€

Classic Mas Igneus Priorat

This visit consists of a small reception on arrival, in which, while tasting a glass of white wine, we will tour

the winery facilities, explaining the different types of grapes that we harvest and their different ways of

elaboration, until we reach the tasting room, where we will taste two wines, white, red or both, depending on

the visitor's tastes. The tasting of the two wines is accompanied by a small aperitif with local products. 

 Duration 1 hour.

Wine Lover Mas Igneus Priorat
This visit, a little more technical, consists of a reception directly in the vineyard, where we will visit

some of the varieties that we harvest, explaining the different types of grapes that we harvest and

their different ways of elaboration, until we reach the winery, where we will taste three wines,

white, red or both, depending on the tastes of the visitor. The wine tasting is accompanied by a

small aperitif with local products.  Duration 1,30hour.

VISIT MAS IGNEUS
4 PERSONS GROUP     10 PERSONS GROUP

20,00€/ 1 PAX       18,00€/1 PAX

25,00€/ 1 PAX     23,00€/1 PAX        

All our wines are produced in-house. 100% organic and with the D.O.Q Priorat seal .

All  prices include 21% VAT

IF YOU DESIRE IT,  DONT DENY YOURSELF, TRY IT


